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BY JOSEPH R. GARAPPOLO
March 1982
PREFACE
The paper which follows presents the project undertaken for the
thesis requirement in the Masters Degree program in Computer Science
at the Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, New York.
The project involved the design and implementation of a
Structured Macro Assembler. The proposal was submitted and accepted
in the spring of 1980 and has since required approximately one
thousand hours of effort. The undertaking of this project has given
me the opportunity to apply what I have learned in the classroom and
to build upon the knowledge I have obtained through my work
experence.
This does not signify the end of the project, for enhancements
are being made at this time to prepare the system for actual use at
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What is a Structured Macro Assembler? A Structured Macro
Assembler is a language translator that has some of the more common
statements (ie. IF_THEN_ELSE, FOR, WHILE and CASE) found in
structured high level programming languages, along with the
versatility and speed of an assembly language.
It is true that more systems programs are being implemented in
high level languages. In spite of this, there still remain systems,
due to memory restrictions and speed requirements, which must be
programmed in an assembly language. Assembly language provides the
programmer access to the full power of the machine because of the
direct relationship between the language and the machine. A
Structured Macro Assembler (SMA) eases the burden of programming in
assembly language and also increases the readability of the source
code. Since reliable executable code is generated for the high level
statements, debug time is reduced.
The Structured Macro Assembler described in this paper executes
on an Intel MDS development system under the ISIS operating system
and generates relocatable object code for the 8085 microprocessor.
Intel's PLM/80 is the language used to implement the assembler. The
reasons for using PLM/80 are:
1. A PLM/80 Compiler exists for the popular CPM Operating
System .
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2. PLM/80 can produce a mixed listing which contains both the
PLM/80 statements and the Assembly language (ASM/80) source
code generated by the compiler. This listing can be edited
to produce an assembly language source code file that can be
transported to other 8080, 8085 or Z-80 based computer
systems.
3. PLM/80 is a block structured language which can easily be
converted to other block structured languages (i.e.,
Pascal).
The Structured Macro Assembler (SMA80) makes three passes over
the source code. The first pass is responsible for generating
assembly language source code for the structured statements,
evaluating conditional assembly statements, and defining and
expanding macros. The intermediate code generated by the first pass
is scanned by the second pass, which resolves the first level of
identifier definitions. An identifier whose definition contains
other identifiers cannot be resolved until these other identifier
have been defined. That is, multiple passes over the source code may
be necessary in order to resolve the definitions of some identifiers,
if the definition is resolvable. The intermediate code is then
scanned by the third and final pass which, resolves the second level
of identifier definition, creates relocatable object code and
generates an expanded listing of the source code.
Chapter one gives an overview of the 8080/8085 processor for
which SMA80 generates object code. The remaining chapters directly
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pertain to SMA80. Chapter two serves as an introduction to SMA80 by
describing its features. Chapter three covers the implementation of
SMA80 and, where appropriate, compares the implemented techniques
to
alternative methods. Chapter four discusses future work and presents
the conclusion to the SMA80 project.
The table of contents contains a detailed index to Appendix B
where the source code for SMA80 can be found. The reader may find
this valuable when reading the report. Appendix A contains a list of
the 8080/8085 instruction set.
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CHAPTER 1
THE 8085 PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
Of the three major classifications of computers , Micro's,
Mini's and Maxi's, perhaps the one that still requires the most
assembly language programming is the Microcomputer. Many
Microcomputer applications require speed, and impose memory
restrictions which can only be satisified with an assembly language.
One common microprocessor is Intel's 8085. The 8085 has a
16-bit address bus (addressable up to 64KB of memory), and an 8-bit
bi-directional data bus, that addresses up to 256 input ports and 256
output ports.
1.1 REGISTERS
The 8085 Processor contains a finite number of registers. These
registers and their functions are:
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1. The Program Counter (PC). This 16-bit register is used by
the processor to point to the next byte in main memory to be
fetched.
2. The Stack Pointer (SP). This 16-bit register points to the
next available word (16-bits/word) of the stack. The stack
resides in main memory.
3. The W and Z registers. These 8-bit registers are used
internal to the processor and cannot be referenced by a
program.
4. The B, C, D, E, H, L and M registers. The first six of
these are 8-bit general purpose registers. Pairs of these
registers are combined to form 16-bit register pairs. The
register pairs are BC, DE, and HL, and are referenced as B,D
and H respectively. A special register, called M, is used
to access the byte of data whose address is stored in
register pair HL.
5. ACCUMULATOR - This 8-bit register, referenced as register
A, is where all comparisions and arithmetic operations take
place.
6. The Program Status Word (PSW). This 16-bit register is
divided into two 8-bit sections. Bits 8-15 contain flags




The instruction set of the 8085 includes conditional branching,
decimal and binary arithmetic, logical operators,
register-to-register operations, stack control, and memory transfer
instructions. All comparsions and arithmetic operations are
performed in the accumulator.
While the processor contains instructions for both word and byte
data most of its capability is with byte data. Appendix A contains a




This chapter is intended to give the reader an overview of the
features and capability of SMA80 . While assembler controls,
structured statements, conditional assembly and macros are discussed,
the chapter is not intended to be a complete users manual. At the
end of this chapter their are three (3) example SMA80 program
listings that use many of the features described.
2.1 SMA80 CONTROLS
A number of controls exist that allow the programmer to direct
the operation of SMA80 . These control may appear in the command line
used to invoke SMA80 (here on in referred to as runstring) or in the
source code file. Controls that appear in the source code file are
preceded by a dollar sign ($) in column one (1). The controls are
TITLE, NOOBJECT, DEBUG, NOPRINT, PRINT, NOLIST, LIST, EJECT, CODE,
EXPMACRO and INCLUDE, and are described below.
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Unless otherwise specified the control can appear in either the
runstring or the source code.
TITLE
This control is used to define a title that will be printed at
the top of each page of the listing. If this control is used it must
appear in the source code. The format of the TITLE control is,
TITLE (ASCII string up to 35 characters).
If the title is longer that thirty five (35) characters it is
truncated at the right.
NOOBJECT
This control specifies that no object module is to be produced.
DEBUG
This control specifies that the name and address of each symbol
used in the program is to be included in the object module. This
information may be used by a symbolic debugger.
NOPRINT
This control is used to prevent the creation of the expanded
source code listing that is normally generated by SMA80 .
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PRINT
This control specifies the redirection of the expanded source
code listing from the default disk file, to the file/device in the
control command. The form of the PRINT control is,
PRINT(new file/device).
NOLIST and LIST
The NOLIST control specifies that the listing of the source
program is to be suppressed until a LIST control is encountered. The
LIST control starts a listing that has been suspended by a NOLIST
control .
EJECT
This control overrides the automatic form feed that occurs every
sixty lines and forces the next line of the listing to start at the
top of a new page. This control must appear in the source code.
CODE
This control causes code generated by the structured statements
is to be included in the listing.
EXPMACRO
This control causes code generated by macro expansion is to be
included in the listing.
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INCLUDE
This control causes the source code to be read from the file
specified in the INCLUDE command. When an END-OF-FILE is detected in
the include file, control is returned to the file that invoked the
INCLUDE control. INCLUDE files may be nested up to four (4) levels.
The format of the INCLUDE control is,
INCLUDE(name of disk file).
This control can only apear in the source file.
2.1 Introduction To Structured Statements
SMA80's most prominent feature is its repertoire of structured
statements. SMA80 supports the IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE, FOR and CASE
statements. These statements may be nested within each other and may











As shown above, the statement may or may not use the ELSE clause.
The statement must appear as shown, with the IF and THEN on the same
line. The form of the condition is:
condition





conditional_operator := EQ| = I NE I <> I GT| > I LT |<| GEl => I LE I =< .
While code is generated to evaluate the condition at runtime, the
value of the expression or expressions within the condition are
calculated at assemble-time . The form of the expression is:
exp
:= -
exp | NOT exp | exp + exp | exp
-
exp | exp * exp |
exp / exp | MOD exp | exp OR exp | exp XOR exp |
exp AND exp
A CONDITON with a single expression is considered true if bit 0, the
right most bit, is set to one (1). Expressions that start with a
number or a period are considered to be literals , That is the
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expressions is used as the actual value and not as the address of the
value to be compared.
EXAMPLE:
VARl EQU 10
IF ( .VARl = 10) THEN
This IF statement condition uses the value of VARl, which is 10
to make the comparsion.
IF (VARl = 10) THEN
This IF statement condition uses the value of VARl as the
address where the value to be compared is stored.
WHILE
The format of the WHILE statement is:
WHILE (condition) DO
ENDWHILE .
The condition is the same format as in the IF condition.
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FOR
The format of this statement is:
FOR <exp 1> = <exp 2> TO <exp 3> DO
ENDFOR
or






is the address of the value to be incremented,
2.
"exp_2"




is the value or the address of the value that exp_l
is incremented to, and
4.
"exp_4"
is the optional parameter that specifies the value
or the address of the value that exp_l is incremented by.
If exp 4 is not specified exp 1 is incremented by one (1).
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CASE












The DO and ENDDO symbols start and terminate the individual cases. A
case statement may contain up to thirty (30) cases. The
"TO"
in the
second format imposes a limit to the maximum case in a case
statement. If the first expression, which contains the number of the
case to be executed, has a value greater than the
"TO"
limit, no
attempt is made to execute that case. The
"TO"
clause pervents the
attempted execution of nonexistent cases and gives the programmer the
option of whether the extra code necessary to make this check should
be generated. The first case of a CASE statement is case zero (0).
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2.3 Conditional Assembly
Conditional assembly allows the programmer to select what code
is to be include in the assembly process. The format of the







The condition is of the same format as that used by the IF and WHILE
statements, except the condition is evaluated at assembly-time and





s macro processor is a line oriented single pass macro
processor. The one disadvantage of a single pass macro processor is
that foward calls to macros are not allowed. A macro must be defined
before it can be invoked. The advantage to single pass macro
processor is that macros may be redefined. A macro may even redefine
itself so that subsequent invocations of the same macro will expand
into different code. Figure 2.3 shows some of the features of
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SMA80's macro processor that are listed below.
1. Macro calls may be nested up to ten (10) levels.
2. Macros may be redefined.
3. Local symbols are supported.
4. Formal parameters can be any legal identifier. A legal










5. Actual parameters are either legal identifiers or are
enclosed by quotes. (Two adjacent quotes specify that the
quote is text and not a terminating quote) .
6. Comments starting with a
';'
are not included in the macro
body definition and do not appear during macro expansion.
This saves space in the macro definition table and
eliminates duplicate comments through the program.
Comments not starting with the semicolon that follow
assembler instructions are included in macro expansion.
7. If a macro call is nested all identifiers not matched by the
macro's formal parameter list are compared to the formal
parameter lists of the outer macros, in descending order.
This allows general macros invoked from within other macros
to share the parameters of the outer macros. This is usful
when the parameter list, which is limited to one line, is
too small to pass all the necessary parameters.
8. During macro expansion the macro body is fed back into the
first pass. This allows macros to contain other macro
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The process of converting the SMA80 source code to object code
follows the basic steps displayed in figure 3.1.1. The functions
performed by each of the steps involves the interaction and
coordination of many intermediate or sub-processes (figures 3.1.2-4).
Each of the sub-processes performs a unique task making the job of
incorporating additional features and changes easy.
This chapter describes the techniques used to implement each of
the above mentioned sub-processes. Where appropriate pseudo code
will be included to aid in the presentation of ideas and techniques.
To avoid undue complexity, the pseudo code does not show details
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In general as the main memory available for use by the symbol
table, I/O file buffers and the stack increases, so does the
efficiency and capability of SMA80. A larger symbol table area
allows more identitiers to be used in a program, larger I/O file
buffers decrease the number of disk accesses, and a larger stack
increases the depth to which structured statements can be nested. To
increase the available buffer space SMA80 uses three disk overlays,
one for each of the three passes made over the source code. Each
overlay contains the modules solely associated with the individual
pass. The global modules used through out the system are in memory






mainov.obj, asinfi.obj, getsym. obj, search. obj,
rsvtbl.obj, conver.obj, symbol. obj,
express. obj, getlin.obj, gstrng.obj,
asclng.obj, segmnt.obj, cntl.obj, opnmsg.obj,











pass3.obj, print. obj and object. obj.
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3.2 SMA80 CONTROLS
The operation of SMA80 may be directed by a number of controls
which specify options such as listing code generated by the
structured statements and destination of the listing.
Each of the three passes of SMA80 (section 3.3.7) is responsible
for parsing and taking action on particular controls that appear in
the source code. The first pass looks for the NOOBJECT, CODE,
EXPMACRO, DEBUG, NOPRINT, PRINT and INCLUDE controls. All but the
INCLUDE control affect the object code and listing output of SMA80
and must be issued before the initialization of the third pass which
takes certain steps depending on the setting of these controls. The
second pass only looks for the TITLE control which is also needed
before the initialization of the third pass. Finally the third pass
checks for the TITLE, NOLIST, LIST and EJECT controls.
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IF (NOLIST control) then
set list_flag off;
else IF (LIST control) then
set list_flag on;
else return control undefinied (U) ;
end C0MM0N_CNTL_1 ;
C0MM0N_CNTL_2:
IF (NOOOBJECT control) then
set object_flag off;
else IF (CODE control) then
set statement_code_f lag on;
else IF (EXPMACRO control) then
set expand_macor_f lag on;
else IF (DEBUG control) then
set debug_flag on;
else IF(NOPRINT control) then
set print_flag off;





get new list device/file
into PRINT_FILE buffer;
end;
else return control undefined;
end C0MM0N_CNTL_2 ;
IF (first pass) then
IF (INCLUDE control) then
do;
increment source file LEVEL;
get include file name and open the file;
end;
else call C0MM0N_CNTL_2 ;
else IF (second pass) then
IF (TITLE control) then
/* we do not want do define title twice */
IF (title_flag off) then
do;
set title_flag on;
get title into title buffer;
end;
else IF (third pass) then
IF (EJECT control) then
/* the print routine sees this flag and





else IF (TITLE control) then
/* title_flag_2 indicates the title
has already been definied
*/
IF (title_flag_2 is off) then
set title_flag_2 on;
/* can not define title twice */
else set error to illegal control;
else call C0MM0N_CNTL_1 ;




Before the assembly process can begin, the name of the SMA80
source code file is required. This file name, along with the
optional controls, introduced in the previous section, are provided
by the runstring that invokes SMA80. The format of the runstring is,
SMA80 file_name <optional controls>.
Once SMA80 begins executing control is transferred to the
routine ASSEMBLY_INIT which scans the runstring for the source code
file name and opens the file for read access. The remainder of the
line is parsed for optional controls. If any controls are
encountered CNTL_PROC is called (section 3.2). If the runstring
contains any errors, a descriptive error message is displayed on the
console and SMA80 is aborted.
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3.4 SOURCE CODE TO INTERNAL REPRESENTATION
One of the many processes which SMA80 is responsible for is
converting the source code developed by a programmer into a form
efficiently usable internal to SMA80. To accomplish this the SMA80
source code is read from a disk into an input buffer in main memory.
Segments of the input buffer, which constitute lines, are read into
an area of memory called LINE BUFFER. The ASCII symbols in LINE
BUFFER are scanned and converted into a form used internal to SMA80.
3.4.1 Building and Maintaining The Line Buffer
LINE BUFFER is filled with lines of source code (each up to 128
bytes long). The lines are terminated by a line feed. The routine
which fills the LINE BUFFER and manages the input file(s) is called
GET_LINE. GET_LINE is initialized at the beginning of each of the
three passes over the source code made by SMA80. For the first pass
GET_LINE is initialized to handle up to five (5) input files. Each
of the INPUT FILE CONTROL BLOCK'S (IFCB) (figure 3.4.1), contains
information about the input file and has a input buffer of 256 bytes
(2 disk sectors). The first IFCB is reserved for the main SMA80
source code file. The remaining four
IFCB1
s are used for source
files envoked by INCLUDE statements (see section 3.2) (thus INCLUDE
files may be nested four LEVELS deep).
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The second and third passes of SMA80 use as input the
intermediate file generated by the first pass, making it unnecessary
for GET_LINE to handle more than one input file. To increase the
efficiency of building a line, the input buffer for the intermediate
file is made larger. This larger buffer uses the space previously
used by the four additional IFCB's, making the usable buffer space
1280 bytes or 10 disk sectors.
Every time GET_LINE is called a new line is read from the input
buffer at the current file level (0-4) into the LINE BUFFER. If the
input buffer becomes empty, GET_LINE accesses the disk file and fills
it. When an END-OF-FILE (EOF) is reached at any level other than
level zero (0), the level is decremented and the LINE BUFFER is
filled from the input buffer at the new level. When the EOF is
reached in the main source file (level 0), a flag is set indicating
that no more source code is available.
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FILE IDENTIFICATION NO. - Used by the ISI S Operation system. <
BUFFER COUNT Next byte in the input buffer to be transferred to LINE BUFFER
INPUT BUFFER 256 bvte buffer which is filled from a disk file
MEMORY ORGANIZATION OF CONTROL BLOCKS
FILE 1 CONTROL BLOCK
FILE 2 CONTROL BLOCK
FILE 3 CONTROL BLOCK
FILE 4 CONTROL BLOCK
FILE 5 CONTROL BLOCK
1300 contiruos bytes of memory are
used for the five Control Blocks
Pseudo Code for GET_LINE_INIT and GET_LINE
Figure 3.4.2
GET_LINE_INIT:
IF first pass then
set the 5 IFCB's buffer count = 256;
else
set the first IFCB buffer count = '280;
end GET LINE INIT:
GET_LINE:
while (not(over flow LINE BUFFER) and not(EOF) and
not(EOL)) do
if (input buffer at current level is empty) then
fill buffer;
fill LINE BUFFER with next character from input buffer
at current level;
if (character is end_file_indicator) ) then
if (level at main input file) then
EOF;
else do;
close file at this level;
decrement level;
end ;






The process by which the contents of the LINE BUFFER are
converted into the form that is used within SMA80 is called LEXICAL
ANALYSIS or SCANNING. The output of the Lexical Analyzer is a stream
of TOKENS, which are numbers that represent the symbols in the source
program. GET_SYM, the Lexical Analyzer routine, may provide
additional information besides the token (ex., the object code length
for a particular instruction). All the information returned by
GET_SYM is placed into a buffer called SYMBOL_BUFFER. The value of
the first byte of SYMBOL_BUFFER, called SYM_TYPE, determines which
one of nine classes of data structures (figure 3.4.3) is to be used
when accessing the information returned by GET_SYM.
Although the process of Lexical Analysis is very simple, it is
by far the most frequently called routine. The state diagram (figure
3.4.4) of the Lexical Analyzer, shows that before an ASCII string
that looks like an identifier (i.e. starts with a letter and is
followed by letters, digits or @'s), can be determined to be one, it
must first be determined that the string is not a RESERVED WORD.
Since much, if not most of the time spent by GET_SYM is searching for


















TOKEN'S - IDENTIFIER, DO, END, AND, EQU, SET,
XOR, ELSE, THEN, ENDCASE, ENDDO, ENDFOR,







TOKEN - SKIP LINE
LINE TYPE - 1. STATEMENT LINE
2. MACRO CODE LINE
3. STATEMENT CODE LINE
4. TAG LINE
ERROR - one (1) byte ASCII ERROR code










16 bit integer value

























TOKEN A, B, C, D, E, H, L, M, PSW, SP REGISTERS
R$CODE Binary code for single register



















Instruction format 0-12. Used when
building object code.
Object code for OPCODE part of instruction










TOKEN EQ, NE, GT, GE, LT, LE CONDITIONAL OPERATORS
CONDITION






TYPE STATEMENT, CONTROL, MEMORY, DATA STORAGE
TOKEN'S STATEMENT TYPE
-IF, FOR, CASE, WHILE
CONTROL TYPE
- CODE, LIST, NOLIST, PRINT, NOPRINT
NOOBJECT, DEBUG, TITLE, MACROCODE
MEMORY TYPE
- CSEG, DSEG, ASEG, ORG
DATA STORAGE TYPE
- DS, DB, DW
START


































CLASS 4 . OUTNUMBER SYMBOL)




ERROR (no such symbol)





CLASS 8 . OUT(G-THAN OR EQUAL SYM)







CLASS 8 ^ OUT(L-THAN_OR__EQUAL SYM)
CLASS 8 v. OUT (EQUAL SYM)
->
CLASS 9 ^ OUT(CONTROL SYM)








DELIMITER SYMBOLS - '/, V,';',
' i'
, '+', ';', '*', '/',
"_'
, '('. ')'. carriage return, line feed
GC - Get next character
PC - Put back last character
3.4.3 Reserved Words
In order to decrease the number of searches of the RESERVED WORD
TABLE (RWT), the routine SEARCH, compares the length of the string,
which is to be searched, to the length of the longest possible
reserved word. The maximum length of a Reserved Word is contained in
the RESERVED WORD CONTROL TABLE (RWCT) (figure 3.4.5). Once it has
been established that it is possible for such a reserved word to
exist, the length of the string is used to index into the RWCT and
get the pointer to the RWT where Reserve Words of that length can be
found. If the pointer is zero (0), no such table exists and
therefore no such reserved word exists. If the number of Reserved
Words in a particular table is less than 30, a linear search is
performed otherwise a binary search is made of the RWT. The
information placed into SYMBOL BUFFER after a successful Reserved
Word search can be accessed by Class 2,6,7,8 or 9 (figure 3.4.3)
depending on the reserved word.
The current version of SMA80 has eight RESERVED WORD TABLES, one
table for each of the eight possible lengths of the Reserved Words.
Each Reserved Word Record (RWR) has six bytes which contains
information about the reserved word, along with a variable length
character buffer. The length of the character buffer is equal to the







MAXIMUM LENGTH OF A
RESERVED WORD
P.tr to RWT .with 1 Char
Ptr to RWT with 2 char
Ptr to RWT with 3 char
Ptr to RWT with 4 char
Ptr to RWT with 5 char
Ptr to RWT with 6 char
Ptr to RWT with 7 char
















RESERVED WORD RECORDS have
6 one byte fields plus the
the variable length character field
Peusdo Code for SEARCH
Figure 3.5.6
SEARCH (string length, pointer to RWCT, SYMBOL BUFFER):
if (string length > max length of Rsv. Word) then
return symbol_undef inied ;
use string_length as index into RWCT to get the pointer, X,
to the RWT with reserved words of string_length;
if (X = 0) then
return symbol_undef inied
set Low_index = 0;
set High_index = no. of reserved words in RWT;




return status of search;
end SEARCH
Since each RWT has a different length Reserved Word Record
(RWR), the size of the RWR for the RWT being searched is unknown.
For this reason a simple index can not be used to access a RWR,
instead the address of the RWR must be calculated and used to access
the record.
RWTR_pointer = address of RWT + (Low_index *(6 +
length of the character buffer))
LINEAR_SEARCH:
/* let STR_ident be identifier in symbol buffer */
set RWR_pointer as described above;
while (Low_index < High_index) do;
if (STR_ident = Reserved Word) then
do;








end /* while */
return sym undef inied;
end LINEAR SEARCH;




/* let STR_ident be identifier in symbol buffer */
set temp
= (Low_index + High_index)/2;
set RWR_po inter;
while (Low_index <= High_index) do;
if (STR_ident = Reserved Word) then
do;










else /* STR_ident > Reserved Word) */
do;
Low_index = temp + 1 ;
set RWR_pointer;
end ;
end /* while */
return sym undef inied ;
end BINARY_SEARCH;
Note of interest: PLM/80 generates less code to calculate the




During the process of assembling it is necessary to collect,
store, and recall identifier names and information relating to these
identifiers. This requires a data structure called the SYMBOL TABLE
and the routines to manage it. The Symbol Table is an array of
Identifier/Symbol Table Records. Management of the symbol table
involves an efficient method of searching the table, as well as
adding and removing information from it. Many methods are available
for searching symbol tables. Some of more common methods are:
1. LINEAR SEARCH - This is the easiest to implement and in most
cases the least efficient method of searching a symbol
table. Symbol table entries are searched in the order that
they were entered into the table.
2. SELF ORGANIZING TABLE - This method attempts to move the
more frequently used identifiers to the top of the symbol
table where they can be efficently accessed by a linear
search.
3. SEARCH TREE - In most cases this is a more efficient method
than the previous two methods, especically when there are
more than fifty (50) symbols in the symbol table. This
method uses two pointers which connect the identifiers in
the table to form a binary tree.
4. HASH TABLE - Of the menthods mentioned this is the most
efficient with large symbol tables. The method uses a hash
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algorithm to create an index from the identifier name. This
index is used to access a hash cell where the identifier
might be found. If more than one identifier name produces
the same index, a collision results. In this case the cell
may contain a pointer to a table where identifiers with the
same index can be found.
The SEARCH TREE method is used by the current version of SMA80.
The SYMBOL TABLE RECORD (STR) in fig. 3.5.1, has two pointers called
LCHILD and RCHILD. LCHILD contains a pointer to the STR whoses ASCII
identifier name is lexically less than the current
STR1
s identifier
name. RCHILD contains a pointer to the STR that has an identifier
greater than the current identifier name. Since the buffer which
holds the identifier name is eight bytes long, it is included in the
STR.
The search proceeds through the binary tree created by these
pointers based on the comparison of the identifier name that is being
searched and the name in the current STR. Figure 3.5.2 contains an
example of the symbol table organization.
SMA80's implementation of the Search Tree method involves four
(4) routines. The four routines and their functions are:
1. SYM_INIT - This routine is called to initialize the size and
location of the symbol table.
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PUB EXT P2 P3 //
0
PUB - Identifier is declared public
EXT - Identifier is declared external
P2 - Set to 1 when defined during second pass
P3 - Set to 1 when defined during third pass (pervents
multiply definition)




VALUE: - Set to value of expression when identifier is a
LOCATION TAG, EQUATE or SET identifier. Value is
16 -bits.
- Set to external number when identifier is defined
EXTERNAL.
- Set to address of macro definition buffer when defined
as a MACRO.
RIGHT CHILD POINTER: Pointer to identifier numerically less than
this one.
LEFT CHILE POINTER: Pointer to identifier numerically greater
than this one.
2. SYM_LOOKUP - This routine performs a binary search of the
symbol table. If the search is successful the contents of
the STR is copied into the Symbol Buffer.
3. SYM_ENTRY - This routine fills the next avaliable STR with
the contents of the symbol buffer and takes care of the
LCHILD and RCHILD pointer mapping.
4. SYM_UPDATE - This routine updates the contents of the STR
with the contents of the symbol buffer.
One draw back to the STRING SEARCH method is the effect
unbalanced trees have on the binary tree search. The worse case is
when identifiers are entered into the symbol table in alphabetical
order, so that each node of the tree has only one branch (fig 3.4.3).
A binary search made on unbalanced trees such as that shown in
figure 3.5.3 is effectively a linear search. Algorithms exist which
balance the tree to avoid such situations, however they are not
implementated by this version of SMA80.
3.5.2 Types of Identifiers
The four (4) types of identifiers stored in the symbol table by
SMA80 are:
1. LOCATION TAG's - Identifiers used to define locations in
memory,























































This unbalanced tree takes as many as 4 searches
to find a match.
3. SET - Same as EQU identifiers except SET identifiers can be
redefined during assembly, and
4. MACRO - Names of Macro's.
3.5.3 Symbol Table Initialization
To efficiently use memory, the symbol table is initialized
before both the first and second passes. During the first pass only
MACRO, EQU and SET identifiers are entered into the symbol table.
Since LOCATION TAGS are not put into the symbol table during this
pass, a smaller symbol table can be used. The symbol table buffer is
shared by the symbol table and the macro definition table. To make
room in the symbol table buffer for the macro definition table the
space available for the symbols is decreased to two thirds its normal
size. The other third is used by the macro definition table.
Re-
initializing the symbol table before the second pass returns
that portion of the symbol table buffer previously used for macro
definition to the symbol table. This larger symbol table is filled
with EQU, SET and LOCATION TAG identifiers (but not the MACRO
identifiers, for they were only needed by the first pass). Since the
symbol table is re-initialized, LOCATION TAGs can have the same name
as MACROS.
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Pseudo Code for Symbol Table Management
Figure 3.5.3
SYM_INIT:




if (first pass) then








let identifier in symbol buffer = ident;
let identifier in symbol table at current STR = STR_ident;
while (next entry <> 1) and (current pointer <> 0) do
if (ident = STR_ident) then
do;















left; /* used by SYM_ENTRY */
end ;














SYM_ENTRY: /* this routine can only be called after a
call to SYM_L00KUP */
if (next entry point > no. of symbols) then
return SYM_TABLE_OVERFLOW;
copy identifier TYPE, STATUS, VALUE and NAME from
symbol buffer into STR at next entry point;
set LCHILD and RCHILD = 0;
if (previous pointer <> 0) then /* must be first sym */
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if (child = left) then
RCHILD of previous STR = next entry point;
else
LCHILD of previous STR = next entry point;
increment next entry point;
end SYM ENTRY;
SYM_UPDATE: /* this routine can only be called
after a call to SYM_LOOKUP */
/* current pointer points to STR to be updated */
copy TYPE, STATUS, VALUE from symbol buffer into
STR at current pointer;
end SYM UPDATE;
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3.6 ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION EVALUATION
Many of the SMA80 instructions have operand fields in the form
of arithmetic expressions. SMA80's expression evaluation routine,
EXPRESSION, does not generate code which will calculate the
expression at runtime, instead it returns the assembly-time value of
the expression and fills the global data structure, EXPRESS with an
error code describing any error that may have been found during the
evaluation and data type (memory type) of the value. EXPRESSION is a








LOWEST AND, OR, XOR
As the expression is being parsed and having its value
calculated, it is checked for compatible DATA
TYPE'
s (figure 3.6.2).
Once the calculation is complete the value of the expression is
checked to see if it is of the data type requested by the calling
routine, if one was specified. If the calling routine requested a
byte varue, a value from 0 to 255, this is also checked. If either
of the above checks fails an ASCII error code is placed into the
error field of the EXPRES data structure.
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3.6.1 Recursive descent Parsing
The recursive descent parsing technique used by SMA80 to
implement expression evaluation employs the five procedures
EXPRESSION, ADDITIVE, MULTIPLICATIVE, LOGICAL and FACTOR, whose
pseudo code can be found in figure 3.6.2. The operators and their









= M + A I M - A I -A I NOT A I M
= AU lA/L |A MOD L I L
= A AND F I A OR F I A XOR F I F
= ( A ) I NT
:= identifier I instruction I location counter
ascii string I numeric
3.6.2 Data Type's
There are effectively four (4) DATA TYPEs recognized by SMA80,
which are:
1. CODE - data in a code memory segment declared by a CSEG
memory instruction,
2. DATA - data in a data memory segment declared by a DSEG
memory instruction,
3. ABSOLUTE - which fall into various catagories:
a. data in a absolute memory segment declared by a
ASEG memory instruction,
b. numeric data,
c. EQU and SET identifiers which are definied by
ABSOLUTE data,
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d. INSTRUCTION opcodes, and
e. ASCII String
-
a string with a length of 1
character (2 characters if a word length value is
acceptable). The string must be surrounded by
quotes, and
4. EXTERNAL data - data declared external to the program by the
EXTRN instruction. Even though External data exists as one
of the above data type, exactly which one is unknown because
it has been declared outside the scope of this program.
External identifiers are identified by an EXTERNAL_NUMBER
that is stored in the Value field of the Symbol Table
Record. This value is carried along through the expression
and stored in the External_number field of EXPRES.
NOTE: SMA80 has the capability of separating memory used by
programs into three separate segments called CODE, DATA and
ABSOLUTE memories. SMA80 has no way of knowing the relation
between the CODE and DATA memories, the interactions between
these memories are resolved by the LINKER. This is the









SEG (+ ! -) ABS
ABS (+ ! -) SEG
ABS (+ ! -) ABS
SEG (* /) ABS
ABS (* ! /) ABS











External data SEG TYPE
External data SEG TYPE
ABSOLUTE
External data SEG TYPE




SEG TYPE - CODE, DATA, or EXTERNAL unless exceptions are
specified,
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3.5.3 Pseudo Code for EXPRESSION Modules
The expression routine consist of five modules, EXPRESSION,
ARITHMETIC, MULTIPLICTIVE, LOGICAL and FACTOR. All modules are
recursive, except for EXPRESSION which just invokes the expression
analyzing process and checks for calling routine requests.
EXPRESSION (return_value, required_segment type, data size):
/* The global data structure EXPRES i7 filled wi~th the
segment type, error, and external number of the
calculated value. */
call ADDITIVE /* returns the value and segment type */
/*
calculation is now complete */
if (there is a required_segment_type and the segment type
returned by ADDITIVE is not the same) then
set EXPRES error = illegal data type (D);
else
if (the data_size is byte and the value > 255) then
set EXPRES error = data overflow (0);
set return_value
= the value returned by ADDITIVE
end EXPRESSION;
ADDITIVE (data structure for return_value and segment type);
/* This routine handles the lowest priority operators
'+'
and '-'. It also takes care of the special case















call MULTIPLICATIVE /* returnes value and segment */
if (segment <> ABSOLUTE) the
set EXPRES error = illegal expression (E);
else
if (saved operator = '-') then
value
= 0-value /* make value negative */
else




call MULTIPLICATIVE /* set value structure #1 */
if (there is an error) then







call MULTIPLICATIVE /* set value structure #2 */
if (there is an error) then
return to calling module;
if (saved operator = '+') then
do;





return_value = value_l + value_2;
set return_segment to non-ABSOLUTE segment




set EXPRES error = illegal expression (E);




if (one of the segments is ABSOLUTE or the two






set return_segment to non-ABSOLUTE segment
otherwise set to ABSOLUTE;
end;
else
set EXPRES error = illegal expression (E);
end ;
end /* while */;
end ADDITIVE;
MULTIPLICATIVE (data structure for return_value and segment):
/* This module handles the '*',
'/'
and MOD operators */
call LOGICAL /* set value structure #1 */;
if (there is an error) the








call LOGICAL /* set value structure #2 */;
if (there is an error) then
return to calling module;
if (value_segment_l or value_segment_2 = ABSOLUTE and
value_segment_l or value_segment_2 <> EXTERNAL seg)
then
do;






if (saved operator = '/') then
return_value = value_l / value_2;
else /* saved operator must be MOD */
return_value = value_l MOD value_2;
set return_segment equal to non-ABSOLUTE segment




set EXPRES error = illegal data type (D);
return to calling module;
end ;
end /* while */;
end MULTIPLICATIVE;
LOGICAL (data structure for return_value and segment):
/* This module handles the AND, OR and NOT logical
operators */
call FACTOR /* set value structure #1 */;
if (there is an error) then
return to calling module;
while (operator = AND or OR or XOR) do
save operator;
call GET_SYM;
call FACTOR /* set value structure #2 */;
if (there is an error) then
return to calling module;
if (value segment 1 or value_segment_2 = ABSOLUTE and
value segment_l or value_segment_2 <> EXTERNAL seg)
then
do;










/* saved operator must be XOR */
return_value
= value_l XOR value_2;
set return_segment equal to non-ABSOLUTE segment




set EXPRES error = illegal data type (D);
return to calling module;
end ;
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end /* while */;
end LOGICAL;
FACTOR (data structure for return_value and segment type);
/* This routine resolved the no-terminal elements of
the arithmetic expression */




set EXPRES error = sym_undef inied (U) ;
else
do;
set return_segment to identifier segment type
from symbol table;
if (segment_type = EXTERNAL seg) then
do;























































call ADDITIVE /* set return value and
segment data structure */




set EXPRES error = missing parenthesis
(P);
else /* illegal non-terminal symbol */
end;
else








set EXPRES error = illegal token (I);
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3.7 THE THREE PASSES OVER THE SOURCE CODE
Up to this point the tools necessary for building and
maintaining the input line and symbol table, the routine for
analyzing arithmetic expressions, and assembly controls have been
presented. This section shows how these tools are used by each of
the three passes of SMA80.
3.7.1 The First Pass
In SMA80's first pass over the source code, the functions that
separate SMA80 from normal assemblers are performed. This pass is
responsible for,
1. generating an intermediate source code file,
2. evaluating conditional assembly statements,
3. defining and expanding Macro's, and
4. generating SMA80 source code to execute the IF-THEN-ELSE,
WHILE, FOR and CASE statements.
This section will present the techniques used to implement each
of these functions.
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3.7.1.1 The Intermediate File
The output of the first pass is placed into an intermediate file
on disk called SMA80.TMP. This file is placed on the same disk as
the source code file specified in the runstring. SMA80.TMP is used
as the input for the second and third passes. The intermediate file
contains the,
1. code from the source file specified in the runstring,
2. code from INCLUDE files if any were specified,
3. source code generated from the structured statements, and
4. code generated by macro expansion.
Pass one appends to the front of certain lines a five (5) byte
SKIP LINE HEADER (SLH) that directs the second and third passes as to
what type of action to take for a particular line. These lines
include,
1. the structured statements (IF, WHILE, FOR and CASE) and
their associated terminal symbols (i.e., ELSE, ENDIF,
ENDWHILE, ENDFOR, DO, ENDDO and ENDCASE),
2. macro definitions,
3. source code generated by the structured statements,
4. source code generated by macro expansion, and
5. the control statements processed during the first pass.
The first byte of the SLH is used to flag the second and third
passes that special action is be taken, the second byte (action code)
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defines the action and the third byte contains an ASCII character
describing the error found by the first pass when the line was
processed, if any. The fourth and fifth bytes are unused at this
time. The four action codes used and there meanings are:
1. STATEMENT_CODE - do not process line, just pass it to the
print routine.
2. TAG_LINE - the location tag on the line must be processed
and the remainder of the line ignored.
3. STATEMENT_CODE - the line contains SMA80 source code
generated by a structured statement. The line needs to be
processed.
4. MACRO_CODE - the line contains SMA80 source code generated
by macro expansion. The line needs to be processed.
The SKIP STATEMENT HEADER is also used by the print routine to
determine the lines to be listed. Code generated by structured
statements and macro expansions are only listed if the CODE and
EXPMACRO controls have been issued. If an error was logged in the
error field of the SLH the print routine increments the error count
and displays the error when the line is listed.
For example the source code line,
TAG1: IF (C0UNT1 < C0UNT2 THEN ,
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will produce a SLH with an action code (byte two of the SLH) of




The routines responsible for managing the output to the
intermediate file, SMA80.TMP are:
1. COPY_SOURCE_INIT - sets the output buffer count to zero.
2. COPY_SOURCE_CHAR - this routine takes a pointer to a source
code buffer and a character count and copies the source
buffer to the output buffer. If the output buffer becomes
full it is copied to the intermediate file on disk.
3. COPY_SOURCE - this routine takes a pointer to a source
buffer and a character count. If the count is equal to
OFFFFH, the source buffer is copied into the output buffer
up to and including the first line feed, otherwise the
number of characters specified by the count are copied from
the source buffer into the output buffer and a carriage
return and line feed are appended to the end. If the output
buffer becomes full it is copied to disk.
4. COPY_SOURCE_FINISH - is called at the end of the pass to
copy the last of the output buffer into the intermediate
file.
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Beginning Of The First Pass
Once the PASSl overlay has been read into memory, control is
transfered to the routine MAIN_PASSl which is responsible for
initializing the,
1. symbol table (SYM_INIT),
2. intermediate file (FILE_INIT_PASSl ) ,
3. location tag generator (TAG_INIT),
4. line buffer (GET_LINE_INIT) , and
5. macro processor (MACRO_INIT).
The first pass uses recursive descent parsing and begins with a
call to PASS1_C0ND. PASS1_C0ND checks the current symbol against
five stop symbols. These five stop symbols consist of
END_OF_FILE_symbol, END_symbol, and three dynamic symbols, CONDI,
C0ND2 AND C0ND3, that are set by the calling routine. For example the
IF_PROC routine sets CONDI and C0ND2 to ENDIF_symbol and ELSE_symbol,
and C0ND3 to NULL (not used). Once the current symbol matches one of
the stop symbols control is returned to the calling routine,
otherwise PASS1_PR0C is called to determine what action is to be
taken for the current symbol, if any.
The extensive use of recursive procedures in this pass makes it
is necessary to determine if enough room is available on the stack
before a call is made to a reentrant routine. STACK CHECK is the
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routine that checks the room available on the stack. STACK_CHECK is
called before the reentrant call to increment the stack count and
after the reentrant procedure returns in order to set the stack count
to its pre-call value. If a stack overflow occurs an error message
along with the current contents of the LINE BUFFER are displayed on
the console and SMA80 is aborted.
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Pseudo Code for PASS1_C0ND and PASS1_PR0C
Figure 3.7.1
PASS1_C0ND:
/* This routine is passed the three dynamic stop symbols and the
new current block type.
*/
save the previous block;
set the current block to the new block type parameter;
get the next line and first symbol on the line;
WHILE (symbol is not one of the five stop symbols) do
call PASS1_PR0C to see what action to take for symbol;
get next line and then first symbol on the line;
end /* while */
restore the previous block type;
end PASSl COND;
PASS1_PR0C:
IF (symbol is IF_symbol) then
do;




IF (symbol is ELSE_symbol) then
IF (current block is not if block) then
copy line to intermediate file with and illegal
statement
error (I) in the SKIP LINE HEADER (SLH);
else
IF (symbol is ENDIF_symbol) then
IF (current block is not if block) then
copy line to intermediate file with an illegal
statement
error (I) in the (SLH);
else call STACK_CHECK /* reset stack count */
else
IF (symbol is WHILE_symbol) then
do;




IF (symbol is ENDWHLE_symbol) then
IF (current block is not while block) then
copy line to intermediate line
with an illegal statement
error in the SLH;
else call STACK_CHECK
/* reset stack count */
else
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IF (symbol is FOR_symbol) then
do;




IF (symbol is ENDIF_symbol) then
IF (current block is not for_block) then
copy line into intermediate file with an illegal statement
error in the SLH;
else call STACK_CHECK /* reset stack count */
else
IF (symbol is CASE_symbol) then
do;




IF (symbol is ENDCASE_sym) then
IF (current block is not case block) then
copy line into intermediate file with an illegal statement
error in the SLH;
else call STACK_CHECK /* reset stack count */
else
IF (symbol is DO_symbol) then
IF (current block is not case block) then
copy line into intemediate file with an illegal statement
error in the SLH;
else
IF (symbol is ENDDO_symbol) then
IF (current blcok is not case block) then
copy line into intermediate file with an illegal statement
error in the SLH;
else
IF (symbol is CONDIF_symbol) then
do;




IF (symbol is ELSECOND_symbol) then
IF (current block is not condif block) then
copy line to intermediate file with and illegal statement
error (I) in the SKIP LINE HEADER (SLH);
else
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IF (symbol is ENDCOND_symbol) then
IF (current block is not ifcond block) then
copy line to intermediate file with an illegal statement
error (I) in the (SLH);
else call STACK_CHECK /* reset stack count */
else
IF (symbol is IDENT_symbol) then
do;
call STACK_CHECK /* see if room on stack for IDENT_PROC */




IF (symbol is CONTROL_symbol) then
call CNTL$PROC;
else
/* passl takes no action on this line */
copy line to intermediate file without a SLH;
end PASSl PROC;
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Symbol Table During The First Pass
The symbol table is needed during the first pass for processing
conditional assembly (section 3.7.1.3) and macros (section 3.7.1.4).
The SMA80 routine that defines SET and EQU identifiers, and invokes
the definition and expansion of macros is IDENT_PROC. The
implementation of IDENT_PROC can best be described by the pseudo code
in figure 3.7.2.
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call SYM_LOOKUP to see if symbol exist;
save the contents of the symbol buffer into temp_ident;
call GET_SYM to get the next symbol;
if (symbol is SET_symbol) then
do;
get the value of the expression that follows;
if (sym_lookup said symbol exist) then
/* the value of a SET identifier be changed during
assembly time */
update symbol table with new value;
else
enter the new symbol and its value and status into
the symbol table;
end;
else if (symbol is EQU_symbol) then
if (sym_lookup said symbol does not exist) then
do;
/* an EQU identifier can not change during
assembly time so do not chang it if it already
exist */
get value of expression that follows;
if (data type of expression is absolute) then
make new entry in the symbol table;
else do nothing
/* use of a not absolute identifier




/* EQU identifiers can not be changed once
they are defined */
else if (symbol is COLON_symbol) then
do;
set the identif ier_f lag on to indicate to the
processing of the rest of the line that the line
starts with a location tag;
call PASS1_PR0C to see if the remaining part of
the line after the location tag requirers
processing "THIS IS A RECURSIVE CALL ";
end;
else if (symbol is MACR0_symbol) then
call MACR0_DEFINE to define the macro;
else if (the identifier copied into temp_ident
exist and it is defined as being a
macro) then
call MACR0_EXPAND;
if (the line has not already been copied to the intermediate file
when control was passed to PASS1_PR0C) then




The generation of code for the IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE, FOR and CASE
statements is the responsibility of the first pass. The number of
levels to which structured statements can be nested is not restricted
to a fixed value, rather it is restricted by the amount of available
stack space. Each of the routines that processes the structured
statements is reentrant and store their data on the stack. The
statements require varying amounts of stack space, making the number
of nested levels dependent on the arrangement of statements used. The
stack space requirements for each of the structured statements is,
1. IF-THEN-ELSE - 41 bytes,
2. WHILE - 41 bytes,
3. FOR - 41 bytes,
4. CASE - 242 bytes.
These stack requirements include the four bytes needed for the call
to the statement procedures and the two bytes needed for the
subsequent call to PASS1_C0ND made by each of the procedures.
Current Block
Throughout this section the term CURRENT BLOCK is often referred
to. The current block takes on one of the values:








depending upon the type of statement whose body is currently being
processed. A terminal symbol associated with a particular statement
(i.e.. ELSE, ENDFOR, ENDWHILE, ENDFOR, DO, ENDDO, ELSECOND, ENDCASE)
has no effect, other than producing an error, if the current block is
not equal to that statement.
For example lines 2-4 of figure 3.7.3 are in the IF_block and
lines 5-8 are in the WHILE_block even though the WHILE statement is
nested within the IF statement. Since line 7, ENDIF, has no meaning
in a WHILE block it does not terminate the IF statement. An
'I'
(illegal statement) will be put into the error field of the SKIP LINE
HEADER for this line.
Figure 3.7.3
Current Block Example
1 IF (C0UNT1 < C0UNT2) THEN
2 LXI H.C0UNT1
3 STA C0UNT2
4 WHILE (C0UNT1 < .10) DO







One of the more valuable resources to the assembly language
programmer is the general purpose register. SMA80 uses as few of
these registers as possible when generating code for the structured
statements. The IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE and FOR statements use the
accumulator (A) and HL register pair, and the CASE statement uses the
accumulator and both the HL and DE register pairs.
Location Tags
Any structured statement or line containg a terminal symbol
associated with a structured statement can have a location tag on the
front of the line.
Indentation
In an attempt to make the listing more readable the code
generated by a structured statement is indented three (3) spaces in
from the column in which the statement started.
The IF-THEN-ELSE Statement
The processing of the IF statement is performed by the PASSl
procedure IF_PROC, which is called from PASS1_PR0C. The IF statement
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implementated by SMA80 includes the optional ELSE clause. The format
of the statement is,
IF <condition> THEN <statement (s)> ENDIF
or
IF <condition> THEN <statements(s)> ELSE <statement(s)> ENDIF.
The code generated by the IF statement is shown in figure 3.7.4.
The implementation of the IF statement can best be described by the
pesudo code in figure 3.7.5.
The routine CONDITION that generates the code to evaluate the
condition is only able to compare byte values (i.e., values between 0
and 255 decimal). CONDITION is used by both the IF and WHILE
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Peusdo Code For IF_PROC
Figure 3.7.5
IF_PROC:
call G_CHAR_CNT to get the column number that the IF symbol
starts and set the indentation count;
call CONDITION to evaluate the IF condition, generated code
indented to indentation count;
if (the next symbol is not THEN_symbol) then
set error field of the SKIP LINE HEADER to
'T'
(missing then);
copy source line with SLH appended to it to the intermediate file;
if (the CONDITION routine found any errors ) then
return to PASS1_PR0C;
copy the code generated by CONDITION into the intermediate file;
/* set stop symbols to ELSE, ENDIF and nulKnot used) */
call PASS1_PR0C /* get the programmers code that falls within
the THEN segment of the IF statememt */
if (symbol is ELSE_symbol or ENDIF_symbol) then
do;
if (symbol is ELSE_symbol) then
do;
/* exit location tag points to end of IF statement */
copy the EXIT location tag generated in the CONDITION
routine to the ELSE location tag buffer;
call JUMP_TAG to generate a new EXIT location tag;
copy a jump instruction to the new EXIT location tag
into the intermediate file. /* this jump allows
the THEN code to jump around the ELSE code */
copy the source line containg the ELSE to the
intermediate file;
copy the ELSE location tag into the intermediate file;
/* the CONDITION routine generated code to jump to
the EXIT location tag when the condition failed.
By coping the old EXIT tag to the ELSE tag
failure of the condition jumps to the else
code*/
/* set stop symbols to ENDIF_symbol, null, null */
call PASS1_C0ND /* get the code that falls within
ELSE segment of the IF statement */
end;
copy the ENDIF line to the intermediate file;




Pseudo Code For CONDITION
Figure 3.7.6
CONDITION:
/* This routine places the code it generated into a code buffer
which is passed back to the calling routine
*/
call JUMPJIAG to create the EXIT location tag;
get the first expresson of the condition;
/* generate code to get the first expression */
if (the expression is a number or starts with a period '.') then
/* the expression is the actual value and not the address
of the value */





use the expression as the address of the data to be
compared */
call GEN_CODE to generate a "LDA
expression"
instruction;
get the next symbol;




/* must be a single expression compars ion, check for true */
call GEN_CODE to generate a
"RRC"
instruction to check
bit zero (0), if high true;
call GEN_C0DE to generate a jump to the EXIT location tag if
the value is not true;
return to calling procedure IF_PR0C or WHILE_PROC;
end;
get the second expresson of the condition;
/* generate code to get the second value */
if (the expression is a number or starts with a period '.') then
/* expression is value */





/* expression is address of data */







/* generate to exit if the condition is false */
/* generate a jump instruction(s) to jump to exit (or else) if the
condition fails based on the conditional operator
*/
if (operator is EQ_symbol) then
call GEN_C0DE to generate "JNZ
exit_tag"
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else if (operator is NE_symbol) then
call GEN_CODE generate "JZ
exit_tag"
else if (operator is GT_symbol) then
do;
/* jump if less than */
call GEN_CODE to generate "JC exit_tag";
/* jump if equal */
call GEN_CODE to generate "JZ exit_tag";
end ;
else if (operator is GE_symbol) then
call GEN_CODE to generate "JC exit_tag";
else if (operator is LT_symbol) then
do;
/* jump it greater than or equal */
call GEN_CODE to generate "JNC
exit_tag"
end;
else if (operator is LE_symbol) then
call GEN_CODE to generate a
"JZ $+* /* jump ahead 3 bytes */
and a "JNC exit_tag";
return to the calling routine with the generated code in the




The processing of the while statement is performed by the PASSl
procedure WHILE_PROC. The format of the WHILE statement is,
WHILE <condition> DO <statement(s)> ENDWHILE.
Code is generated for the condition by the routine
CONDITION, (figure 3.7.5) the same one used by the IF statement.
Figure 3.7.7 shows the code generated for the WHILE statement by
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Peusdo Code For WHILE_PROC
Figure 3.7.8
WHILE_PROC:
call G_CHAR_CNT to get the column number that the WHILE symbol
starts and set the indentation count;
call CONDITION to evaluate the WHILE condition, generated code
indented to indentation count;
if (the next symbol is not DO_symbol) then
set error field of the SKIP LINE HEADER to
'D'
(missing DO);
copy source line with SLH appended to it to the intermediate file;
if (the CONDITION routine found any errors ) then
return to PASS1_PR0C;
/* the start location tag points the beginning of the loop */
call JUMPJTAG to generate the START location tag;
copy the START location tag into the intermediate file;
copy the code generated by CONDITION into the intermediate file;
/* set the stop symbols to ENDEWHILE_symbol, null and null */
call PASS1_PR0C /* get the programmers code that falls within the
while statement block */
if (symbol is ENDWHILE_symbol) then
do;
call GEN_CODE to generate a "JMP to start_location
"
copy the ENDWHILE line to the intermediate file;
copy the EXIT location tag that was created by CONDITION





FOR_PROC is the PASSl procedure that directs the processing of
the FOR statement. The format of the FOR statement is,
FOR <identifier> = <expression_l> TO
<expression_2> DO <statement( s)> ENDFOR,
or
FOR <identifier> = <expression 1>
TO<expression_2> BY <expression_3>
DO <statement(s)> ENDFOR.
Figure 3.7.9 contains an example of the code generated by
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Peusdo Code For FOR_PROC
Figure 3.7.10
F0R_PR0C :
call G_CHAR_CNT to get the column number that the IF symbol
starts and set the indentation count;
call F0R_C0DE to evaluate the FOR statement;
if (the next symbol is not DO_symbol) then
set error field of the SKIP LINE HEADER to
'D'
(missing DO);
copy source line with SLH appended to it to the intermediate file;
if (the F0R_C0DE routine found any errors ) then
return to PASS1_PR0C;
copy the code generated by F0R_C0DE into the intermediate file;
/* set the stop symbols to ENDFOR, null and null (not used) */
call PASSl_PROC /* get programmers code that falls into body of
the FOR statement */
if (symbol is ENDFOR_symbol) then
do;
/* the increment location tag pointer to the generated code
used to incrememt the base variable (expression_l) */
call GEN_C0DE to generate a "JMP
increment_location"
copy the ENDFOR line to the intermediate file;
copy the EXIT location tag that was created by F0R_C0DE




Pseudo Code For FOR_CODE
Figure 3.7.11
FOR CODE:
/* The code generated by this routine is placed into a code buffer
that is returned to FOR_PROC
*/
get the first expression /* base variable */
/* the first expression is used as the address of the base
variable */
if (the expression is not a identifier or a number) then
then return to FOR_PROC illegal expression;
get the next symbol;
if (symbol is not EQUAL_symbol) then
return to FOR_PROC illegal symbol;
get the second expression that is either the address of the value
or the value that the base variable is initialized to;
call GEN_CODE to generate "LXI H,base_variab
le"
instruction;
/* generate the code to initialize the base variable */
if (the second expression is actual value) then
call GEN_CODE to generate a "MVI A, second_expression";
else
/* expression is address of value */




call JUMPJTAG to create the START location tag;
copy the START location tag into the code buffer after the code
to initialize the base variable;
if (the next symbol is not a TO_SYM) then
return to FOR_PROC illegal symbol;
get the third expression that is either the address of the value
or the actual value which represents the limit that the base
variable is incrmented to;
/* generate the code to compare the base variable to the limit */
if ( third_expression is actual value) then
call GEN_CODE to generate a "MVI A,third_expression";
else
/* third expression is the address of the value */
call GEN_CODE to generate a "LDA third_expression;






call JUMPJTAG to create the EXIT location tag that points to the
end of the FOR statement;
call GEN CODE to generate a "JC
exit_location"
if the limit is
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exceeded by the base variable;
call JUMPJTAG to create the CODE location tag that points to the
start of the programmers code in the body of the FOR statement;
call GEN_CODE to generate a "JMP
code_location"
. Jump here if the
limit is not exceeded;
/* generate the code used to increment the base variable */
call JUMPJTAG to create the INCREMENT location tag. This tag
points the code that increments the base variable;
copy the INCREMENT location tag to the code buffer;
call GEN_CODE to generate a "LDA
base_variable"
. Gets the base
variable read to be incremented;
if (symbol is BY_symbol) then
get the forth expression which is the value or the address of
the value that the base variable is incremented by;
if (the expression is the actual value) then
call GEN_CODE to generate a "ADI
forth_expression"
. This
increments the base variable by the forth_expression;
else
/* expression is address of value */





to increment the base_variab le ;
else
/* the BY option is not used default increment is one (1) */
call GEN_CODE to generate a "INR
A"
instruction;
call GEN_CODE to generate a "JMP
start_location"
copy the CODE location tag to the code buffer.
After this




Many variations of the CASE statement exist. SMA80's
implementation uses the value of the case_expression (described
below), as an address where the number of the case to be executed can
be found. This case number is used as an index into a jump table
that contains the starting address of the specifed case.
Because of its complexity the CASE statement uses more stack
space during assembly and more general purpose registers at runtime
than any other statement.
The format of the SMA80 CASE statement is,
CASE case_expression DO case_b locks ENDCASE
or
CASE case_expression TO limit_expression
DO casejb locks ENDCASE,
The jump table buffer, where the location tag
used to access the
table and the location tags for each of the cases is stored,
is 186
bytes in length. Each entry in the jump table is 6 bytes long,
this
is the length of the of location tags created by SMA80. This
buffer
is within the reentrant routine and uses stack space.
At the end of
the CASE statement the first entry of the
table (the name of the jump
table) is used to tag the beginning of
the jump table, all other
entries are expanded into data storge










The jump table buffer is expanded to,
(100001:







This CASE statement contains three cases.
Figure 3.7.13 shows the code generated to evaluate the CASE
statement. The pseudo code for CASE_PR0C and CASE_C0DE are in
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Peusdo Code For CASE_PROC
Figure 3.7.14
CASE$PROC:
call G_CHAR_CNT to get the column number that the statement
starts and set the indentation count;
call CASE_CODE to evaluate the CASE expression
if (the next symbol is not DO_symbol) then
set error field of the SKIP LINE HEADER to
'D'
(missing DO);
copy source line with SLH appended to it to the intermediate file;
if (the CONDITION routine found any errors ) then
return to PASS1_PR0C;
copy the code generated by CASE_CODE to the intermediate file;
while (symbol is not ENDCASE_symbol) do;
/* set stop symbols to ENDCASE, DO and ENDDO */
call PASS1_PR0C /* get the programmers code that falls within
the CASE staement */
if (symbol is DO_symbol) then
copy the line to the intermediate file;
call JUMPJTAG to create a location tag for the start of
this case;
put the location tag into the jump table;
copy location tag to intermediate file;
else if (symbol is ENDDO_symbo 1 ) then
if (ENDDO no associated with DO) then
copy the line with an
illegal statement error
in the SLH to the intermediate file;
else
/* finished getting programmers code
that
falls into this case */
copy ENDDO line to
intermediate file;
call GEN_CODE to generate a "JMP exit_location".
This jumps to end of case statement;
else
if (symbol is ENDCASE symbol) then
expand the jump table and copy it
to the intermediate file;
end CASE PROC;
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Pseudo Code For CASE_CODE
figure 3.8.15
CASE_CODE:
call JUMPJTAG to create the EXIT location tag that points to the
end of the case statement;
call JUMPJTAG to create the TABLE location tag that points to the
jump table;
get the case expression that is used to index into the jump table;
/* get the value of the case_expresson in the DE register pair */
if (the first expression is the actual value) then




/* expression is address of value */
call GEN_CODE to generate a "LHLD case_expression".





if (symbol is TO_symbol) then
get the limit_expression that is used to prevent a non-existing
case from being accessed;
/* generate the code to compare the case expression to the
limit expression;
if (the limit expression is the actual value) then
call GEN_CODE to generate a "MVI A, limit_expression";
esle
call GEN_CODE to generate a "LDA
limit_expression"
;






generate the code to execute the proper case */













start address of jump table,
add the value of the case expression
put the contents of the index jump
table into the DE register pair
move DE register pair to HL register
transfer control to address in HL register pair




Conditional assembly is the process of determining if a block of
code is to be included in the assembly process. SMA80's
implementation of conditional assembly is very similar to the
implementation of the IF-THEN-ELSE instruction previously presented.
The format of the conditional assembly statement is,
CONDIF <condition> THEN <statement(s)> ENDCOND
or
CONDIF <condition> then <statement(s)> ELSECOND
<statement(s)> ENDCOND,
where, condition
:= <expression conditional_operator expresson) I
<expression>.
Where the IF and WHILE statements generate code to evaluate the
condition at runtime, the CONDIF statement evaluates the condition at
assembly time. The condition can only contain numbers, and SET and
EQU identifiers. Care must be taken that the identifiers used for
conditional assembly are defined before the CONIF statement they are
used in. This is necessary because the identifiers and the CONDIF
statement are both processed in the same pass. Code that is not to
be included in the assembly process is copied to the intermediate
file with an action code of STATEMENT_LINE, in the SLH, causing
passes two and three to skip the line.
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Conditional assembly statements may be nested up to the point
that the stack space runs out. As with the structured statements the
terminal symbols of the conditional assembly statement (i.e.,
ELSECOND and ENDCOND) have no effect other than producing an error if
they appear outside a CONDIF block. The CONDIF statement can contain
a location tag that will be processed by the second and third passes.
Processing of conditional assembly is performed by the
porcedures CONDIF_PROC and EVALUATE_CONDITION (figure 3.7.17). The
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Pseudo Code For CONDIF_PROC and CONDIF_SCAN
Figure 3.7.17
CONDIF_SCAN:
/* This procedure is called by CONDIF_PROC and copies the source
that is not to be processed into the intermediate file. Nested
CONDIF statement are kept track of to prevent premature return
to CONDIF_PROC. This is accomplished by recursively calling
itself.
This procedure is passes an optional stop symbol that is the
ELSECOND symbol if we should return for else processing
*/
while (not at end of source code) do;
if (symbol is CONDIF_symbol) then
do;
copy line to intermediate file with SLH;
/* this is a recursive call to keep track of the
ENDCOND statements. The optional stop symbol is set




if (symbol is ENDCOND_symbol) then
return /* if this was a recursive call it will return
to CONDIF_SCAN otherwise it will retrun to
CONDIF_PROC. */
else
if (symbol is optional stop symbol) then
return;
copy the line to the intermediate file with a SLH indicating that
the second and third passes should skip this line;
end CONDIF SCAN;
CONDIF_PROC :
/* This procedure returns a true if the condition is true and a
false if the condition is false. A error is also returned.*/
call EVALUATE_CONDITION;
if (condition is false) then
/* what to skip the code up to the ELSECOND_symbol if one is
used or up to the ENDCOND */
call CONDIF_SCAN /* set optional stop symbol to ELSECOND */
else
/* process the code condition is true */
/* set stop symbols to ENDCOND, ELSECOND and null */
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call PASS1_C0ND /* process code until stop symbol */
if (symbol is ELSECOND_symbol) then
copy line to intermendiate file with SLH;
if (condition status is true) then
/* since the condition is true the cond THEN code was
processed so skip the else code */
call CONDIF_SCAN /* set optional stop symbol to null*/
else
/* the condition is false so process code */
copy line to intermediate file;
/*set stop symbols to ENDCOND_symbol, null and null */
call PASS1_C0ND /* return when ENDCOND found */
end CONDIF PROC;
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Pseudo Code For EVALUATE_CONDITION
Figure 3.7.17
EVALUATE_CONDITION:
call EXPRESSION to get the value of the first expression;
if (error) then
return to CONDIF_PROC with error;
if (symbol is not a conditional operator) then
/* must be single expression condition check for true */
if (value is true) then
return true to CONDIF_PROC;
else




call EXPRESSION to get second expression;
if (error) then
return false to CONDIF_PROC with error;
use conditional operator to compare the two values;






A macro processor is a powerful tool found in most assembly
languages and some high level languages. While all macro processors




s macro processor is implemented by four routines,
MACRO_INIT, MACRO_DEFINE, MACRO_EXPAND and GET_MACRO_LINE. An
explanation of these routines follows. Figure 3.7.21 contains the
pseudo code.
MACRO_INIT
As previously mentioned the symbol table buffer is shared by the
symbol table and the macro definition buffer during the first pass.
This routine calculates the starting address of the macro definition
buffer and adjusts the maximum number of symbols that can appear in
the symbol table.
MACRO_DEFINE
This routine fills the MACRO DEFINITION RECORD (figure 3.7.18)
with the formal parameters, local symbols and macro body. It creates
or updates the symbol table to reflect the fact that the identifier
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is a macro, and sets the value field to the starting location of the
macro definition record.
MACRO_EXPAND
The actual parameters and the generated local symbols, if any,
are placed on the ACTUAL PARAMETER STACK (figure 3.7.19). This stack
starts at the end of the symbol table buffer and works up toward the
macro definition buffer. The nested macro level count is incremented
and used as an index into the MACRO CONTROL BLOCK (figure 3.7.20).
Here the addresses of the macro definition buffer and formal
parameter stack, and the number of bytes of actual parameter stack
used by this macro are stored. To inform GET_LINE that the next line
of text is to be obtained from the macro definition buffer, the
ACTIVE_MACRO_FLAG is set on.
GET_MACRO_LINE
When the ACTIVE_MACRO_FLAG is on, GET_LINE calls this routine
instead of getting the next line of source code from an input file.
GET_MACRO_LINE fetches the next line of source code from the macro
definition buffer associated with the macro. Each identifier in the
line is compared to the formal parameter list associated with the
macro. If a match is not found, and the macro is not at the outer
level, the formal parameter lists of the macros at the outer levels
are searched for a match. If a match is found, the formal parameter
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in the source line is substituted with the associated actual
parameter. If an end of a macro definition is encountered the ACTUAL
PARAMETER STACK used by the macro is released. If the macro is not
at the outer level the line is obtained from the macro at the next
level. When the end of the macro at the outer level is encountered,















THE NAMES OF LOCAL
SYMBOLS. ALL ENTRIES




THE BODY OF THE MACRO
AND IS ENDED WITH AN
EOMACRO (OFDH).
A MACRO DEFINITION RECORD exist for each macro defined. These
records are placed into the MACRO DEFINITION BUFFER which starts











ARE SEPERATED BY AN
EOIDENT (OFCH)
One ACTUAL PARAMETER RECORD exists for each active macro. An
active macro being any macro currently being expanded. Their is
a limit of ten (10) active macros. ACTIVE PARAMETER RECORD'S are
pushed on to the ACTUAL PARAMETER STACK which starts at the end
of the symbol buffer.
MACRO CONTROL BLOCK
Figure 3.7.20











COUNT - This counter is used when expanding the macro. It keeps
track of the current position in the macro definition record.
ACTUAL PARAMETER RECORD LENGTH - Used when releasing the portion of
the ACTUAL PARAMETER STACK used by teh macro during macro
expansion.
A MACRO CONTROL BLOCK RECORD exist for each macro currently
being expanded. It is indexed by the nested macro level count.
Pseudo Code For SMA80's Macro Processor
Figure 3.7.21
MACRO_INIT:
calculate the start of the macro definition table;






if (there is an entry in the symbol table for this identifier and
it was not previously defined as being a macro) then
do;
write line to intermediate file with multiply defined error
in SLH;
return to calling routine;
end ;
read the formal parameters into the formal parameter buffer;
do while (not ENDMACRO_symbol that is associated with outer macro)
get the next line of source code and first symbol on the line;
if (symbol is LOCAL_symbol) then
if (before first line of macro body) then
read local symbols into format parameter buffer;
else set error
= illegal local symbol definition;
else
if (symbol is MACROjsymbol associated with a nested macro
definition) then
increment nested macro count;
else
if (symbol is ENDMACR0_symbol) then
if (nested macro count is not 0) then
decrement nested macro count;
write line to intermediate file;
end while;
if (macro has previously been defined) then
call SYM_UPDATE to update symbol table with new macro
definition table pointer in value field;
else
call SYM_ENTRY to make a new entry in the symbol table;
calculate the next available macro definition table location to be
used for the next macro definition;
end MACRO DEFINE;
MACRO_EXPAND:
/* this routine is passed the pointer into the macro definition
table where the definition for this macro can be found
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*/
if (nested macro level exceeded) then
copy line to intermediate file with level exceeded error "N";
else
increment nested level;
with the macro$control$block for the current macro level set
the buffer pointer to the macro definition buffer pointer,
the buffer count to 0;
and the actual parameter pointer to the address of the first
location available on the actual parameter stack;
read the actual parameters into the actual parameter stack;
create the local symbols for this macro expansion and place
them into the actual parameter stack;
set active_macro_flag on to indicate to GET_LINE that the




fill LINE_BUFFER with the next line from the macro definition
buffer;
if (end of macro defination buffer) then
release the actual_parameter stack used by this macro;
decrement the nested macro count;
if (nested macro count is zero) Then
set active$macro$f lag off;
return a false to GETLINE indicating a line is not
available;
else
fill line buffer at new level and check as was done above;
check all identifiers against the formal parameter list. If a
a match is found substitute the formal parameter for the
actual parameter;
/* if the macro is nested the search starts
at the parameter lists of the current macro level and
work down toward the outer level */
return a value of true to GETLINE indicating that a line is
available for processing;
end GET MACRO LINE;
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3.7.2 The Second Pass
The main function of the second pass of SMA80 is to define the first
level of an identifier's value. If an identifier is defined by a
second identifier that is located further on in the source code the
first identifier can not be defined until the value of the second
identifier is known. This is why the values of identifiers are
calculated in both the second and third passes. As figure 3.7.22
shows it is possible that the definition of some identifiers may not
be resolved by the two passes, or for that matter by any number of







The identifier A, b and C cannot be defined no matter how
passes over the source code is made.
Once the PASS2 segment has been loaded into memory, control is
transfered to the routine MAIN$PASS2, where the symbol table,
location counters and line buffer are initialized. Upon completion
of the initialization the routine PASS2_PR0C called, this is where
the processing of the source code is performed. The source code
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processed by the second pass comes from the intermediate file created
by the first pass.
PASS2_PR0C determines the action to be taken for a particular
line. If a SKIP LINE HEADER is encountered the action code (the
second byte of the SLH) is interrogated (section 3.7.1) to determine
the action. The procedures MEM0RY_PR0C, DATA_PROC, EXTRN_PROC,
PUBLIC_PROC and IDENT_PROC are employed by PASS2_PR0C to define the
value of identifiers. CNTL_PROC (section 3.2) is used to process the
TITLE control which is needed at the beginning of the third pass.
PASS2 does not process errors. If an error is encountered PASS2
takes no action. The error will be found and reported by the third
pass.
MEMORY_PROC
Since there are effectively three memories at assembly time,
CODE, DATA and ABSOLUTE, three location counters must be maintained.
These three memories are made absolute by the linker/ loader for
runtime execution. When an CSEG, DSEG or ASEG instruction is
encoutered, the procedure MEMORY_PROC is called, where the previous
location counter and memory/ segment type is saved and the new
location counter and memory/ segment type associated with the
instruction is used. The ORG instruction, which also causes entry to
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MEMORY_PROC, sets the current location counter to the value of the
instruction operand field.
DATAJPROC
DATA_PROC is entered to process DS, DB and DW data storage
instruction. The current location counter is incremented by the
amount of storage required by the operand field of the instructions.
EXTRN_PROC
The EXTRN_PROC procedure enters the identifiers defined by the
EXTRN instruction into the symbol table. The status field of the
symbol (figure 3.5.1) is set to EXTERNAL_SEG and the value is set to
a unique number called EXTERNAL NUMBER. This number is used to
identify the external when creating object code for expressions that
use the external identifer.
If an identifier specified in the EXTRN instruction is already
locally defined, it is not entered into the symbol table. PASS3 will
pick up the error.
PDBLIC_PROC
PUBLIC PROC enters or updates symbols in the symbol table
depending if they are already defined, to reflect that they are
declared public. A public symbol is referenced as an external
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outside of the module it is created in. Bit 7 (PUBLIC_DEF) of the
symbols status is set to define an identifier public.
IDENT_PROC
IDENT_PROC enters LOCATION TAG, EQU and SET identifiers into the
symbol. SET identifiers are also updated by this procedure. The
pseudo code in figure 3.7.23 describes the implementation of this
procedure.
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Pseudo Code For IDENT_PROC
Figure 3.7.23
IDENT_PROC:
/* this is a reentrant procedure it may be recursively called if
"ultiple location tags appear on the same line
*/
save the name of the identifier in the symbol table for later use;
call SYM_LOOKUP to see if symbol exists;
if (symbol exist and it is defined external) then
/* can not define an external identifier */
return to calling routine;
get the next symbol
if (symbol is a COLON_symbol) then
do;
if (this line does not have a SLH with an action code of
get the location tag only) then
call PASS2_PR0C to process rest of line;
/* it is necessary to look the symbol up again because
other sym lookup calls may have been made when
the rest of the line was processed by the call to
PASS2_PR0C */
call SYM_LOOKUP for saved symbol
if (symbols status indicates bit 2(pass2_def) is set) then





set symbol table fields to,
symbol type = VAR_symbol,
status
=






if (symbol is EQU_symbol) then
if (symbol is not defined or pass2_def is not set in status if
symbol is defined) then
do;
call EXPRESSION to get the value of the operand
field of the EQU instruction;





current sgement type and pass2_def;
value
=




return to calling routine can not multiply define EQU ident;
else
if (symbol is SET_symbol) then
/* SET identifier can be redefined during assembly */
if (symbol is undefined) then
do;
set symbol table fields to,










/* symbol is defined make sure it was previously defined as
a SET identifier */
if (previously defined as identifier) then
do;




return to calling routine can redefine symbol that was
not defined other than SET identifier;
if (the symbol exist )then
call SYM$UPDATE to update existing symbol;
else
call SYM$ENTRY to enter new symbol;
end IDENT PROC;
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3.7.3 The Third Pass
PASS3 of SMA80 is responsible for,
1. defining the last level of identifer values,
2. generating object, and
3. generating an expanded source code listing.
Once the PASS3 overlay is loaded into memory the routine
MAINJPASS3 initializes the, listing and object files, location
counters, and line buffer. After initialization, control is passed
to PASS3_PR0C which processes the source code.
PASS3's local procedures that are responsible for defining
identifiers and maintaining the location counters are MEM0RY_PR0C,
DATA_PROC, EXTRN_PROC, PUBLIC_PROC and IDENT_PROC. These procedures
are very similar to their PASS2 counterparts, except for:
1. MEMORY_PROC -
a. The object code routine NEW_SEGMENT is called to clean up
after the previous memory segment and to setup for the new
segment.
b. Return any errors that were found so
that the error can




a. The object code routine OBJECT_SPACE is called to leave
the space specified by the DS instruction in the object
code.
b. Rather than just calculating the space requirements for
the DB and DW instructions, the values of the operand fields
are calculated and included in the object code. Operand
fields of the DW instruction require one word (16-bits) of
object code. The values are stored in memory with the high
order byte followed by the low order byte.
c. Return any errors that were found.
3. EXTRN_PROC -
a. Call the routine DCL_EXTRN_SYM to allow the object code
generator to set up for the external identifier.
b. return any errors.
4. PUBLIC_PROC -
a. Check to make sure the identifier declared external were
defined during the second pass. If they were not an
undefined (U) error is returned.
5. IDENT_PROC -
a. As public identifiers are encountered the routine
DCL PUBLIC_SYM is called so that the object code generator
can record its address. The address is used to resolve
external references to this identifer during linking.
a. As identifers are defined, bit 4 (PASS3_DEFINED) is set
to pervent multiple definitions of the identifier.
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b. Errors generated by multiply defined identifiers,
expressions, and undefined identifiers are returned to the
calling routine.
3.7.3.1 Object Code For The Instructions
Where the second pass was only concerned with the length of the
object code generated by the assembly language instructions, PASS3
must actually generate the object code for the instructions. To do
this the 8085 instruction set is divided into twelve (12) formats
based upon the object code that is generated from them.
The notation used to describe the instruction formats includes,
single_register
:= A I B I C I D I E I H I L I M,
regis ter_pair := B I D I H I SP I PSW .
Registers used in single register instructions are encoded in either
in the source field (bits 0-2) or destination field (bits 3-5) of the
object code. The twelve instruction format are,
1. INSTRUCTION TYPE 0 := RST <n>
Where n has a value of 0-3 and is encoded in the destination
field of the object code.
Length: 1 byte.
2. INSTRUCTION TYPE 1 := <opcode>
Length: 1 byte.
3. INSTRUCTION TYPE 2 := <opcode> <single_register>
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Register: encoded into the destination field of the object
code.
Length: 1 byte.
4. INSTURCTION TYPE 3 := <opcode> <single register>
Register: encoded into the source field of the object code.
Length: 1 byte.
5. INSTRUCTION TYPE 4 := <opcode> <register pair>
Exception: register can not be PSW
Length: 1 byte.
6. INSTRUCTION TYPE 5 := <opcode> <register pair>
Exception: register can only be B or D.
Length: 1 byte.
7. INSTRUCTION TYPE 6 := <opcode> <single register>,
<single register>
Operand 1: source field.
Operand 2: destination field.
Length: 1 byte.
8. INSTRUCTION TYPE 7 := <operand> <register pair>
Length: 1 byte.
9. INSTRUCTION TYPE 8 := <operand> <single register>,
<absolute byte data>
Register: encoded into source field of object code
Length: 2 bytes.
10. INSTRUCTION TYPE 9
:= <operand> <absolute byte data>
Length: 2 bytes.
11. INSTRUCTION TYPE 10
:= <opcode> <word value>
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Length: 3 bytes.
12. INSTRUCTION TYPE 11 := <opcode> <register pair>,
<word value>
Exception: can not be PSW register
Length: 3 bytes.
The formatting of the instruction is performed by the INST_PROC.
The reserved word table contains the information necessary for
constructing the object code. Figure 3.4.3, classes 6 and 7, show
the information available in the reserved word table for assembler
instructions and registers.
3.7.3.2 Object Code File
The INTEL CORPORATION has just released its relocatable object
code format. Once the format is received the relocatable file will
be created. At this point the object code is printed in ASCII in the
object code file.
3.7.3.3 Expanded Listing
The expanded listing of the source code is placed in the default
file with the same prefix as the source code file and a .LST suffix.
The default listing file can be redirected by the PRINT control.
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The expanded listing contains not only the source code but also,
1. the title on the top of the each page, if a title was
specified
,
2. the runstring that was used to invoke SMA80,
3. the location counter, object code and data associated with
each instruction,
4. the line number of each line,
5. the one character error code describing the error, if any,
6. the code generated by the structured statement with a
'-'
character to the right of the line number if the COND
control was used,
7. the code generated by macro expansion with a
'+'
to the
right of the line number if EXPMACRO control was used,
8. the final contents of the location counters that were used,
and
9. an error report that includes the number of errors and the
which structured statements that are missing the appropriate
END symbols, if any.
If a source line produces an error the line is always printed as
long as the NOPRINT control is not used. The line will be printed
even if it is within a NOLIST block or if it was generated by a
structured statement or macro expansion and the CODE and EXPMACRO
controls were not used.
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Examples of SMA80 listings have be placed through the report.
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The SMA80 project was undertaken not only for the challenge of
designing such a system, but also to create a working system that
will be used by others. This paper has described the first version
of the Structured Macro Assembler, SMA80. While deciding on the
features to be implemented in the first version and those to be
implemented in future revisions it was important to keep in mind that
SMA80 is an assembler and not a compilier. SMA80 does not attempt to
take the place of high level languages, but instead make available
some high level features when assembly language is the only
alternative. Being an assembler, SMA80 must in no way restrict the
programmer from utilizing the machine to its fullest.
Following is a description of some future enhancements planned
for the next revision of SMA80.
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Macro Processor
The current implementation of the macro processor is limited by
the macro definition buffer, which shares the symbol table buffer
with the symbol table during the first pass of SMA80. The symbol
table buffer, which is 12288 bytes, is divided up so that 8092 bytes
is used for the symbol table (room for 449 symbols), and 4096 bytes
is used for the macro definition buffer. The next version of the
SMA80 will still use the shared symbol table buffer, except that when
the symbol table grows to the point that it collides with the macro
definition buffer, or the macro definition buffer is exceeded, the
macro definitions that reside in memory and all subsequent macro
definitions will be written out to a disk file. This implementation
avoids the relatively slow disk accesses before it becomes necessary,
and at the same time removes the restriction on the size of macro
definitions.
Symbol Table
As presented in section 3.5 the Search Tree technique is the
implementation used by SMA80 for managing the symbol table. The
disadvantage to this technique is the effect unbalanced symbol
entries have on the search. To resolve this problem the symbol table
will be balanced. The method most likely to be used was developed by
Adelson-Velskii and Landis in 196 2. The structure produced by their
algorithm is called the AVL-tree. A Balance-Factor is used to
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indicate whether or not the tree is balanced. Once it has been
determined the tree is unbalanced the nodes of the tree are rotated
to achieve balance.
Conditional Expressions
At present SMA80 is only capable of generating code for
conditional expressions containing one conditional operator. An
enhancement will be made so that arbitrary conditional expressions
with multiple conditional and logical operators can be processed. For
example,
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